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Clarifies That Its Party Platform Endorses Anti-Gay Marriage Stance The
Mississippi State Republican Party has clarified that its platform does, in fact,
support the GOP candidate’s anti-gay marriage stance. The clarification came
after a number of news outlets characterized the party platform as endorsing
the anti-gay marriage stance of the GOP candidate, Chris McDaniel, who is
challenging incumbent U.S. Sen. Thad Cochran. The Mississippi GOP’s platform
is a set of guiding principles for the party’s candidates. Those principles reflect
the party’s positions on a variety of social issues. In a statement, Mississippi
GOP Executive Director Lee Zeldin said that the platform does not contain
language that would appear to endorse anti-gay marriage candidates. “It is
certainly not the intent to endorse any political candidate or party candidate,”
he said. “It simply recognizes that it is a second class of citizen based on one’s
sexual orientation or that one is a same sex partner. The party does not wish
to take that position. “The only position the party has is that everyone in the
country has the right to be treated equally under the law and the party
opposes discrimination against any individual or group based on race, color,
sex, creed, religion, or national origin,” Zeldin continued. “The party platform
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is an unchangeable document, and unfortunately some newspapers have tried
to change its meaning.” Geoff Fishel, campaign manager for Chris McDaniel,
confirmed the party’s clarification in an email to the Daily Journal. “We
appreciate the clarification, and apologize to Mississippi Republicans for the
false assertion,” he said. Cochran’s victory in November is expected to keep
the Senate in Republican hands. If he loses, McDaniel could run in the state’s
August 6 primary to try to fill the vacancy. Cochran’s campaign has responded
to McDaniel’s criticisms, saying that the senator’s stand against gay
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best.Advances in optical coherence tomography. Optical coherence
tomography (OCT) is a powerful noninvasive technology that allows crosssectional, three-dimensional imaging of biological tissue. The technology is a
relatively recent invention, and the first papers describing it were published as
early as 1990. Since then, the technology has been refined and multiple
groups have investigated a variety of retinal, anterior segment, and carotid
pathologies in laboratory animals as well as in patients. This article traces the
history and recent developments in the technology. It also presents a brief
review of the techniques used for retinal imaging and the advantages and
disadvantages of each.Efficacy of intensive dietary control in type 1 diabetes
using a simple hypocaloric low-glycemic index diet. To determine the shortterm efficacy of an intensive hypocaloric diet with a low-glycemic index for
type 1 diabetic patients on clinical and metabolic control. Patients with type 1
diabetes were selected according to strict inclusion criteria and followed for 4
months. During the first month of the program all patients followed a
traditional diabetic diet and during the second month they were assigned to
one of the two intervention programs. In one group the diet was hypocaloric
and consisted in reducing by 20% the caloric content of the diet; in the other
group, a low-glycemic index diet was used. In both groups the intake of
nutrients was supervised and served as a reference for comparison with the
low-glycemic index diet. The following parameters were determined: HbA1,
fructosamine and weight. In the group using a low-glycemic index diet there
was a significant reduction of HbA1 (p 6d1f23a050
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